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Recommendations 

Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education 

It is recommended that you: 

1. note the August 2018 enrolment data submitted by tertiary education organisations in the Single 
Data Return, Industry Training Register and manual fees-free enrolment returns;  

2. note that this briefing should be read in conjunction with the Ministry of Education’s briefing 
Commentary on Fees-free students as at August 2018 [METIS 1158144]; and 

3. agree that the TEC release this briefing at the same time as any public announcement on the 
enrolment data.  

 
AGREED / NOT AGREED 

 

 

John Soulis  

Acting Chief Executive 
Tertiary Education Commission 

 

  5 October 2018 
 
 
 
 

Hon Chris Hipkins  

Minister of Education  

  __ __ / __ __ / __ __ 
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continue similar trends that occurred in 2017 enrolments particularly at ITPs, PTEs and wānanga 
where prospective students at these levels chose to go into employment or stay in employment.   

Universities are experiencing variability in enrolments  

7. In the university subsector we have seen a decrease at Lincoln University 198 EFTS (10.2%) or 
775 students (27%). For Lincoln the majority of this is at Level 3 and is due to the transfer of this 
provision from Lincoln to Taratahi in 2017. We have also seen a decrease at Massey University 
of 118 EFTS (0.8%) or 651 students (2.6%). This August 2018 decrease is smaller than the 2017 
full-year decrease. We expect this to still be the case by the end of 2018 given the enrolment 
pattern for Massey in previous years. The decrease is spread across Levels 4-6 and 8 
qualifications, with the majority of the EFTS decline at Level 8 (post-graduate diplomas and 
certificates, and honours degrees).  

8. We have seen large increases at the University of Canterbury (UC) of 642 EFTS (5.6%) or 702 
students (5%) and AUT of 480 EFTS (3%) or 656 students (3%). UC has done well in recent 
times, growing enrolments by an average of 6% per annum over the past three years. This has 
been due to heightened recruitment efforts, an increased pipeline following strong enrolments in 
the last couple of years, new programme offerings, and the opening of new facilities. AUT has 
seen growth at both its Auckland and Manukau campuses. Of the 480 EFTS increase, 360 EFTS 
of that increase has been at AUT’s Manukau campus and in particular, health, society and 
culture, and mixed field programmes. The increase at the Manukau campus has come from all 
ethnicities with the largest increases evenly split between Europeans and Pacific Peoples, 
followed by Māori. Of the 360 EFTS enrolled at the Manukau campus, 280 are aged 29 years or 
younger with the majority of enrolments in the 18-19 age group. 

Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics enrolments have improved but MIT is experiencing 
significant decreases  

9. Nine of the 16 ITPs are showing EFTS increases of around 1 to 4%. The number and size of the 
increases has improved compared to earlier this year. Wintec has seen the greatest increase of 
278 EFTS (7.6%) or 428 students (7%). Open Polytechnic has seen a small drop in EFTS (32) 
but a significant increase in students (1,371). While these small increases are encouraging for 
the sector most are still below enrolment levels from a few years ago. 

10. We have seen large decreases at MIT 450 EFTS (13%) or 712 students (13%), NorthTec 84 
EFTS (5%) or 17 students (0.6%) and Unitec 157 EFTS (2.7%) or 210 students (2.3%). MIT has 
experienced decreases across all qualification levels, except Level 3. While all these decreases 
are substantive, the largest decline is seen in Level 4 qualifications. MIT’s decreases are also 
across all programme types except in architecture and building. Given the construction market 
in Auckland, MIT has experienced an increase in carpentry, joinery and other building 
programmes. NorthTec has experienced declines at most qualification levels except at Levels 5 
and 7. These declines are also across most programme types except engineering and related 
technologies, and society and culture. This is likely to be due to NorthTec’s consolidation of 
courses and delivery sites where enrolment levels haven’t made these programmes viable. 
Unitec’s decrease is mixed across levels. There has been growth in Levels 3, 5, 8 and 9 with 
most EFTS growth at Level 3. Like MIT, Unitec has experienced growth in architecture and 
building programmes. There is also growth in mixed field or generic qualifications.  

Wānanga have experienced varying levels of decline in enrolments 

11. All three wānanga have experienced a decrease in enrolments. Te Whare Wānanga o 
Awanuiārangi (TWWoA) and Te Wānanga o Raukawa (TWoR) have both seen decreases in 
their EFTS and students enrolments. TWWoA has seen significant decreases of 341 EFTS (17%) 
or 2,014 students (40.7%), and TWoR has seen decreases of 117 EFTS (7%) or 296 students 
(8.5%). Te Wānanga o Aotearoa (TWoA) has seen a decrease of 41 EFTS (0.3%) but an 
increase of students of 932 EFTS (4.4%).  
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23. There may be an increase in the total number of fees-free eligible students or trainees by the 
end of the year from further enrolments and as a result of more students and trainees being 
confirmed as eligible for fees-free. This will likely be in the ITPs, PTEs and ITOs which have 
rolling enrolments. There are around 1,000 eligible students in eligible programmes reported in 
the SDR that have not yet come through in provider reporting. We will work with TEOs to confirm 
they are reporting all eligible fees-free learners.  

24. As with the fees-free data in April, the August figures in Table 3 have been rounded to the nearest 
hundred. Given enrolments change throughout the year and that enrolments in April and August 
are not yet definitive for the year we round the figures. The December enrolment returns will 
provide the definitive number of fees-free enrolments when they are submitted in January 2019.   

25. The wānanga fees-free enrolments are low due mainly to a couple of reasons. Many of the 
students that are enrolling at wānanga are older learners whom have a high likelihood of prior 
tertiary study and therefore are ineligible for fees-free. There are also many programmes offered 
at the wānanga which were “fees free” prior to the introduction of the fees-free policy. Therefore, 
students enrolled in these programmes will not be receiving a financial benefit from the fees-free 
policy and are not included in the fees-free figures in Table 3. 

We continue to actively manage fees-free funding based on TEOs forecast enrolments 

26. As at 30 June we had paid out $257.3 million to TEOs. Following April enrolment forecasts for 
the rest of the year we made in-year recoveries where overpayments were identified. These 
recoveries have totalled about $21.3 million. Payments to TEOs now stand at about $236 million 
with TEOs claiming $217.0 million.  

27. We expect more enrolments at TEOs to be reported between now and 31 December which will 
reduce the difference between the advanced bulk payments made to TEOs and the fees-free 
claims. However we continue to monitor TEOs and make in-year adjustments to manage 
payments made for fees-free. Once TEOs have completed the final fees-free reporting and SDR 
in January we will complete a wash-up of any remaining overpayments.   

Differences of data in this briefing with data TEC publishes  

28. For the last few years the TEC has published high-level sector and individual TEO SDR 
enrolment data after each reporting period. This tends to happen a couple of months following 
submission of the SDR. For the April 2018 SDR enrolment return this occurred in mid-June 2018. 

29. The publication of this data on the TEC website is for transparency of funding purposes. 
Therefore we cut the data by funding stream allocated and EFTS, as they relate to consumption 
of funding. This data is extracted by Funding Source Code in the SDR. 

30. The SDR data in this briefing is for enrolment reporting purposes, it includes all funding streams 
that are related to SAC 3+ (all SAC L3+, SAC L3&4 Competitive funding, MPTT L3&4 and ICT 
grad schools). Therefore enrolment figures in this briefing compared to the enrolment by funding 
stream figures published on the TEC website will differ based on the approaches used to extract 
the data. 

Publicly communicating enrolment data and release of this briefing 

31. We would like to discuss with you and your office how and when you would like to publicly 
communicate the fees-free specific data and whether you wish to update your Cabinet colleagues 
prior to the release of this data. We recommend that you proactively release this briefing at the 
same time that any public announcement on fees-free and enrolment data is made.  








